Breast cancer is the most common cancer and is the leading cause of cancer death among women worldwide. Detection of breast cancer, while it is still small and confined to the breast, provides the best chance of effective treatment. Computer Aided Detection (CAD) systems that detect cancer from mammograms will help in reducing the human errors that lead to missing breast carcinoma. Literature is rich of scientific papers for methods of CAD design, yet with no complete system architecture to deploy those methods. On the other hand, commercial CADs are developed and deployed only to vendors' mammography machines with no availability to public access. This paper presents a complete CAD; it is complete since it combines, on a hand, the rigor of algorithm design and assessment (method), and, on the other hand, the implementation and deployment of a system architecture for public accessibility (system). (1) We develop a novel algorithm for image enhancement so that mammograms acquired from any digital mammography machine look qualitatively of the same clarity to radiologists' inspection; and is quantitatively standardized for the detection algorithms. (2) We develop novel algorithms for masses and microcalcifications detection with accuracy superior to both literature results and the majority of approved commercial systems. (3) We design, implement, and deploy a system architecture that is computationally effective to allow for deploying these algorithms to cloud for public access.
Introduction

Breast Cancer and Computer Aided Detection (CAD)
Breast cancer is the most common cancer in women in developed Western countries and is becoming ever more significant in many developing countries [2] . Although incidence rates are increasing, mortality rates are stable, representing an improved survival rate. This improvement can be attributed to effective means of early detection, mainly mammography, as well as to significant improvement in treatment options [3] . Moreover, "Breast carcinoma is not a systemic disease at its inception, but is a progressive disease and its development can be arrested by screening" [4, 5] . Early detection of breast cancer, while it is still small and confined to the breast, provides the best chance of effective treatment for women with the disease [6, 7] .
Detection of breast cancer on mammography is performed by a human reader, usually radiologist or oncologist. Causes of missed breast cancer on mammography can be secondary to many factors including those related to the patient (whether inherent or acquired), the nature of the malignant mass itself, poor mammography techniques, or interpretive skills of the human reader (including perception and interpretation errors) [8] . Perception error occurs when the lesion is included in $ This title is chosen to be the same as the title of the pending patent of this project [1] . This project was funded collaboratively by ( Table 1 : Properties and attributes of five databases acquired for design and assessment of CAD algorithms. The two institutions A and B are designates the national campaign for breast cancer screening and Alfa Scan private radiology center. The two datasets D4 and D5 are used for measuring the false positive since the majority of them are normal cases (Sec. 4.1) the field of view and is evident but is not recognized by the radiologist. The lesion may or may not have subtle features of malignancy that cause it to be less visible. Small nonspiculated masses, areas of architectural distortion, asymmetry, small clusters of amorphous, or faint microcalcifications, all may be difficult to perceive [8] . On the other hand, interpretation error occurs for several reasons including lack of experience, fatigue, or inattention. It may also occur if the radiologist fails to obtain all the views needed to assess the characteristics of a lesion or if the lesion is slow growing and prior images are not used for comparison [8, 9] . To aid human readers and to minimize the effect of both the perception and interpretation errors, CADs were introduced. A Computer Aided Detection (or Computer-Assist Device) (CAD) "refers to a computer algorithm that is used in combination with an imaging system as an aid to the human reader of images for the purpose of detecting or classifying disease" [10] . CAD systems reduces the human errors that lead to missing breast carcinoma, either related to poor perception or interpretation errors, which could increase the sensitivity of mammography interpretation [11] . CAD in US receives attention from radiologists and its use increased rapidly; however, this is not the case in many parts of the world [12] .
In retrospect, it is of high importance to the field of medical diagnosis to design a complete CAD that: (1) works on mammograms acquired from any mammography machine; (2) posses highest possible sensitivity at fairly low specificity, (3) deploys to cloud for public accessibility and is not explicit to a particular in-site mammography machine. To fulfill these three objectives, we launched this project.
Project: Objectives, Protocol, and Database
To fulfill the three objectives just mentioned above, we launched this project in which we were able to design a novel method (a set of algorithms) and a novel system (software architecture) detailed in this article. Some results of early stages of this project had been published in [13] [14] [15] . The present article is the main publication of the project, and is almost selfcontained, where all algorithms and experiments are detailed. We postponed publishing this article until the conclusion of the project and filing the patent [16] .
The working team of this project comprises a multidisciplinary group of several backgrounds including statistics, computer science, and engineering, along with a trained, experienced and professional radiologist (10 years experience, 5000 mammogram / year). We collected digital mammograms from two different institutions, three different mammography machines, with different resolutions. This is to test on testing datasets totally different from training datasets to confirm CAD generalization (Sec. 4.1). The description and the main properties of these different datasets are explained in Table 1 .
We have implemented our protocol according to which the experienced radiologist read the digital mammograms and then marked and attributed lesions on images with the aids of a software developed in the project for that purpose; Figure 4 is a snapshot of this software. Radiologist's annotations are done manually without semi-automation of any active contour learning algorithm [e.g., 17, 18 ]. The marked lesions are then tagged according to the different radiology lexicons and then categorized by the radiologist according to the "Breast Imaging Reporting and Data System" (BIRADS) scoring system ( Table 2 ). All suspicious lesions tagged by the radiologists as BIRADS 3, 4 or 5 are pathologically proven after core and vacuum needle biopsy.
Organization of Manuscript
The sequel of this manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 is a background and a brief literature review on CAD design and assessment. It reviews the main five steps of CAD design: breast segmentation, image enhancement, mass detection, microcalcifications detection (Sec. 2.1-2.4 respectively), which are the design steps, and assessment (Sec. 2.5). Section 3 details the design steps of our method in four subsections parallel to Sec. 2.1-2.4 respectively. Section 4 details the assessment of our method, where the method accuracy is reported and compared to both the literature methods and commercial CADs. Section 5 details the system design and assessment, where a system architecture and implementation are proposed and system performance is measured. Section 6 concludes the article and discusses current and future work to complement the present article and implemented system. 0  mammographic assessment is incomplete  1  negative  2  benign finding  3  probably benign finding  4  suspicious abnormality  5 highly suggestive of malignancy 
Category Indication
Background and Related Work
Designing a CAD to detect cancer from digital mammography involves many steps, including: breast segmentation (or boundary detection), image enhancement (or filtering), mass detection (or mass segmentation), microcalcification detection, and finally assessment. Each of these five steps has its own literature. There are good review papers compiling this literature. E.g., [19] [20] [21] [22] provide an overview of recent advances, and a survey of image processing algorithms, used in each of the CAD design steps. [23] present some of their recent works on the development of image processing and pattern analysis techniques. [24] is a seminal work, and from our point view is one of the best review papers written in this field, in particular, and in many other fields, in general. The authors provide both a review of the algorithms of the literature and a unique comparative study of these algorithms by reproducing them and assessing them on the same dataset and benchmark. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] provide an overall review on CAD and its history from the point of view of radiology and medicine community. It is not the objective of the present paper to provide a detailed review of the field of CAD design. However, since the objective of this project is to design a complete CAD system, and hence design each of these individual five steps, a brief literature review of each of them is due in Sec. 2.1-2.5 respectively.
Segmentation
Segmentation is the first step in CAD design, where the pixels of the breast are identified from the pixels of the background. It is called, as well, boundary detection, and should not be confused with mass segmentation and detection. The task of segmenting the breast from the background of the mammogram is relatively quite easy for that the breast pixels are spatially isolated from the background, and for that their gray levels are on the upper range of the gray level scale than the pixels of the background (of course with probable some overlap of their two histograms). The majority of the literature of segmentation use histogram based methods with different variants. The simplest of those methods is global histogram separation based on Otsu's method [31] . [32, 33] provide a good comparison among different histogram based methods and propose a more elaborate combination between histogram based methods on a hand and active contour and morphological operations on the other hand. We developed a new histogram based iterative algorithm, with Otsu's method as its initial seed (Sec. 3.1).
Image Enhancement
Image enhancement, or noise removal and filtering, is one of the preprocessing steps before abnormality detection. Since the quality of mammography machines and their settings along with the noise associated with the mammography process differ from one setup to others, image enhancement accounts for standardizing/normalizing images as a preprocessing step before the detection algorithms. [34, 35] provide some general survey and comparative study for the different enhancement algorithms. [36] [37] [38] perform image enhancement in the wavelet space. [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] perform image enhancement by contrasting the gray level of a pixel with its surrounding, and accordingly modifying it, e.g., by subtracting the noise from the breast tissue (the signal). They used variant methods to implement this idea including: Adapted Neighborhood Contrast Enhancement (ANCE), Density Weighting Contrast Enhancement (DWCE), adaptive image enhancement using first derivative and local statistics, and region-based growing methods. [45] performs local contrast enhancement by noise modeling and removal. [46] introduced a smart idea of standardizing images by Global Histogram Equalization (GHE), where the gray levels of the breast regions will be enforced to follow uniform distribution (this is our point of departure for introducing our novel method of image enhancement (Sec. 3.2)). [47] proposed a smart low-level enhancement procedure by modeling the dominating quantum noise of the X-ray procedure as a function of gray level, then correcting the gray level. They demonstrated the efficacy of this approach in detection of microcalcification.
Mass Detection
A "Mass" refers to any circumscribed lump in the breast, which may be benign or malignant. It is the most frequent sign of breast cancer. Many approaches exist in the literature for mass detection/segmentation. A simple binary taxonomy of these approaches that helps introducing our method is: region-based vs. pixel-based. However, the two approaches may overlap and some methods can subscribe to either approaches.
In region-based approach, a whole region (or object) in the image is either clustered (segmented), given a probability (score) corresponding to the likelihood of malignancy, or assigned a binary decision (marker). This is in contrast to the pixel-based approach, where each pixel is first given a score to constitute a whole score image, which is in turn postprocessed. The output of the post-processing could be, as well, clustered pixels representing regions, a final score for each region, or a decision marker.
It is worth mentioning that, the Convolution Neural Network (CNN) approach, which allows for building the recent powerful Deep Neural Networks (DNN), subscribes to the pixel-based approach. This is sense the whole image is fed directly to the network, which produces a final score image. In addition, the CNN is a featureless approach, where the CNN works directly on the plain gray level of the pixels without handcrafting any features or algorithms. Even the boundary detection (Sec. 2.1) comes as a direct byproduct of the network learning process and the final detection task. [41, 48, 49] use region growing for mass segmentation. [50] perform mass segmentation by active contour method. [51, 52] extracts morphological feature measures of segmented masses to classify them and to improve detection accuracy.
Region-based approach
Many other articles tried to extract useful features from mammograms by leveraging the literature of texture analysis ( [53] is an early comparative study of this literature, aside from application to mammograms). [46, 54] extract features using Law's texture filter for gradients, and other higher covariance structure filters. [55, 56] introduced their Rubber Band Straightening Transorm (RBST) that straighten (flatten) an image object to a rectangular region. Then, for the segmented mass, they constructed Spatial Gray Level Dependence (SGLD) matirx, a form of co-occurrence matrix, which describes how different values of neighbor pixels co-occur. Different variants of co-occurrence matrix exist depending on the order of statistics used in analyzing pixel values. Later, [57] introduced a smart idea to construct a map of pixel orientation that reveals probable stellate mass structure. [58, 59] elaborated on the idea and suggested their IRIS filter that extracts gradient and directional information. It is one of the most successful methods in literature of mass detection and outperforms all other methods that was reproduced in the benchmark of [24] . [60] extracted a combination of texture based features including IRIS filter, feature from co-occurrence matrix variants, and contour related features. [61] introduce a newer version of the traditional Local Binary Pattern (LBP) co-occurrence matrix. [62] extract texture features using Histogram Gradient and Gabor filter.
Other miscellaneous approaches exist; e.g., [63] [64] [65] detect speculated masses by building a model for the linear irregular structure of the boundary of these masses. [66] attacked the problem of mass detection differently; they do least square regression for a broken line model to regress the gray level intensity of pixels surrounding a particular POI (response) on the radius from that POI (predictor). [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] extract features from multi-resolution decomposition based on wavelet analysis. [72] [73] [74] use variants of Gray Level Thresholding (GLT) to suppress pixels with low probability of malignancy. This inclues, high-to-low intensity thresholding or Dual Stage Adaptive Thresholding (DSAT). Usually thresholding is combined with other morphological procedures to smooth segmented regions resulted from thresholding. [75, 76] are CNN recent attempts before the era of DNN. [77, 78] use template matching to match the surrounding region of a pixel with a predefined template of gray level distribution that "almost" has the characteristic of mass structure; then assign a matching score to this pixel. [79] learn and design the gray level distribution of templates from real masses. [80] was one of the first attempts in the literature, if not the first, to work directly at the pixel gray level with no feature handcrafting (featureless approach). The features of each pixel are the plain gray levels in the region surrounding that pixel. Then, they train a Classification and Regression Trees (CART). [81] followed the same procedure using SVM rather than CART, with modification to the postprocessing steps; (we will follow the same featureless approcah, as well, but with novel procedure (Sec. 3.3).)
Pixel-based approach
Ensemble classifier, or Multi Classifier System, almost boosted results in many fields. [82] leveraged the idea of MCS and combined several mass detection algorithms to boost the detection accuracy of their final system; (we will leverage MCS as well (Sec. 3.3.2))
Microcalcification Detection
Clusters of microcalciïňĄcations are an early sign of possible cancer and are in general not palpable. Small clusters of amorphous or faint microcalciïňĄcations may be difficult to perceive. From the results of both literature and industry, it seems that microcalcification detection is much easier for CADs than mass detection. [83] [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] extract features mainly from wavelet transform. [90] detect microcalcifications using morphological operations (mainly, Sobel and Canny edge detection); then they extract features from detected objects, and feed them to SVM classifier to decrease false positives. [91, 92] relies mainly on global thresholding of image histogram then they cluster the objects using either morphological operations, e.g., erosion, or K-means clustering. [93] build a stochastic model using random fields to model the microcalcification.
Region-based
Many articles gave attention to the fact that microcalcifications are very little calcium deposits, and hence are represented by high frequency components with respect to other background tissues. [94] design two filters, one for signal (microcalcification of high frequency) enhancement and another for background suppression then obtain the difference. [95] apply the same idea but, rather, by using a Directional Recursive Median Filter (DRMF). [96] use novel texture features derived from combined Law's texture features. [97] is an early attempt to use CNN. Later, the authors elaborated in [98] on the CNN architecture and enhanced the accuracy. The authors elaborated more on the approach in [99] . Instead of using the score image output of the final layer of the CNN as a final classifier, they combined it with the morphological features of microcalcification clusters to form a new set of features, which are fed to a simple LDA classifier. They report one of the most accurate results in the literature. [100] use featureless approach described above (Sec. 2.3.2) with the Support Vector Machine (SVM) but on the output image of a High-Pass Filter (HPF) rather than the image itself. The HPF is to suppress the low frequency components that cannot be a microcalcification focus. [101] follow the same route but with replacing the SVM by Relevance Vector Machine (RVM) for faster computations. Both results are similar and are two of the most accurate results in the literature, as well, for microcalcification detection.
Pixel-based
Assessment 2.5.1. Studies, Trials, and General Issues
Since CAD should be used as a second reader that assists radiologists (hence, the word "Aided" in CAD), there are many studies and clinical trials that report how the use of CAD affects radiologists' reading accuracy. [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] asserts that CAD improves radiologists' accuracy. However, [110] concludes that CAD does not improve radiologists' accuracy. On the other extreme, [111] (a study published in the New England Journal of Medicine and introduced by [112] ) concluded that CAD reduced radiologists' accuracy! [113] shed the light on this discrepancies, where they explain that CAD improved the accuracy of junior radiologists while it slightly improved the accuracy of seniors. [114, 115] , from the Radiology community, provide a pilot view on breast cancer screening and medical assessment of imaging system and the effect of using CAD. In addition, they suggest the best practice for assessment strategy for any imaging system, including hardware, software, time measurements, ROC analysis, etc.
The accuracy of a particular CAD is measured conditionally on a particular dataset; hence, it is the average over lesion sizes, types, and breast densities available in this dataset. Therefore, conditioning on a particular lesion size, type, or breast density will produce different accuracies. [116, 117] study the impact of breast lesion size and breast density on the measured accuracy. [118] (a study published in American Journal of Roentgenol (AJR) and discussed by [119] in the same journal) studied the accuracy of one of the available commercial CADs (Image checker 3.2) to detect amorphous calcifications. They reported that the accuracy is markedly lower than previously reported for all malignant calcifications. [120] designed their CAD so that the accuracy does not vary across different datasets. They leveraged DDSM, which is acquired from 4 different institutions, to train on one institutional dataset and test on the all three remaining. They asserted that the accuracy variance of this procedure is minimal.
Assessment in Terms of FROC
The de facto of the field of accuracy assessment is to report the accuracy of CADs and radiologists in terms of the conventional Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) or, more elaborately and accurately, the localized version Free-response ROC (FROC). [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] [126] [127] are good sources for the theory of assessment in terms of ROC and FROC. It is quite important to clarify some terminologies and notations that are usually used loosely in the literature. This paves the road for the assessment in Section 4.
A case (or study) is a collection of mammograms taken for the same patient (usually four, two per side). The case may be malignant/Positive (P) or normal/Negative (N), and similarly the image or the side, depending on whether it contains a lesion marked by the radiologist and proven by biopsy or not, respectively. If a CAD/radiologist gives a mark inside the label boundary of a positive lesion, this detection is called a True Positive (TP). The True Positive Fraction (TPF), called as well sensitivity, is the ratio between the number of TP detection over the number of total positives. However, there are four levels of defining what is "positive": case, side, view, or lesion; for each there is a corresponding definition of TPF as follows.
Definition 1 (True Positive Fraction (TPF)). For each of the following criteria, the TPF is defined as the number of: ("per case" or "per study") cases truly detected (where a positive case is counted as detected if at least one lesion is detected in at least one view of at least one side of this case) normalized by the total number of positive cases.
("per side" or "per breast") sides truly detected (where a positive side is counted as detected if at least one lesion is detected in at least one view of this side) normalized by the total number of positive sides.
("per image" or "per view") images (views) truly detected (where a positive image is counted as detected if at least one lesion is detected in this image) normalized by the total number of positive images.
("per label") labels truly detected (where a positive label is a radiologist single marking for a lesion in a single view) normalized by the total number of positive labels. This is a very aggressive assessment measure, where it accounts for several lesions in one view. In that case, a view with two lesions, where only one of them is detected will be counted as 1/2; as opposed to the "per view" assessment, where it would be counted as 1/1.
On the other hand, the specificity is measured in terms of the number of False Markers per Image (FM/Image). It is measured by counting the number of total false markers produced by the CAD on normal images normalized by the total number of normal images. A single pair of FM/Image and its corresponding TPF constitute a single Operating Point (OP) on the FROC. Then, varying the level of reading aggressiveness produces higher OPs up the curve.
Assessment in Terms of Other Accuracy Measures
Rather than the de facto of the field, ROC and FROC, there are other accuracy measure indices. We will just give two of them as examples. For the assessment of region based methods, where the task can be lesion segmentation, a common accuracy measure is the Intersection over Union (IoU). It is defined as the intersection (in pixels) of the true lesion and detected one normalized by their union.
For the assessment of pixel based methods, in [13] we suggested the use of the MannWhitney statistic directly on the score image before postprocessing. The AUC of a score image is defined as
where x is the set of scores of the normal region, y is the set of scores of the malignant region(s), and n 1 and n 2 are the respective number of pixels. This is a measure of the separability of the two sets of scores. The closer the AUC to a value of 1 the more the separability between the two sets of scores, and hence the more accurate the classifier on this image.
Method: Design
In this section we detail the design steps of our CAD. Sections 3.1-3.4 discuss the four main sequential steps: breast segmentation, image enhancement, mass detection, and microcalcification detection respectively. The method assessment is deferred to Section 4.
To leverage the training dataset, as much as possible in building the algorithms, all values of tuning and complexity parameters in this design process are obtained using the Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation (LOOCV) rather than the typical 10-fold CV. This will not influence the classifier stability since, our assessment ( Figure 2 ) measures the "conditional" accuracy, i.e., conditional on the training dataset. This is the actual CAD that will be revealed to radiologists. For elaborate discussion on the difference among the "accuracy", "true accuracy", "conditional accuracy", and other versions, the reader can refer to [128] [129] [130] [131] .
Segmentation
We do not remove the pectoral muscle since we found very few cases with lesions in it. Therefore, our segmentation algorithm starts with Otsu's method [31] on the whole mammogram, and takes its output threshold, which classifies the image to two classes (breast and background), as an initial seed. Then, in each iteration we calculate the Quadratic Discriminant Analysis (QDA) score for each pixel in these two classes and dismiss any pixel whose QDA score and its comparison with its class mean agree. The iterative algorithm converges when the number of dismissed pixels is less than a stopping criterion that is equal to 0.002 of the total number of image pixels. The algorithm is very successful in separating the breast from the background with no overlapping region. Figures 6-8 presents examples of segmented mammograms.
Image Enhancement
Mammograms acquired from different mammography machines are of different clarity and quality for both human visual inspection and detection algorithms. Therefore, we do image enhancement in a novel way so that mammograms will look almost of the same qualitative clarity to radiologist and of the same quantitative standardization to the detection algorithms regardless of the producing mammography machine. Figure 6 is an example of the final EnhancedImage returned by the image enhancement algorithm 1 that will be explained below.
Global Histogram Equalization (GHE) is common in some literature (reviewed in Sec. 2.2); however, our novel method relies on Local Histogram Specification (LHS) as opposed to GHE or LHE. Using a sliding window, we "locally-specify" (or locally-enforce) the histogram of each pixel and its neighbors, within a vicinity, to be of a specific probability distribution with fixed chosen parameters. With this simple, yet novel, idea mammograms regardless of the producing mammography machine will have all of their pixels with the same local histogram distribution with the same parameters (it is clear that LHE is the same as LHS with Uniform distribution). We experimented with several probability densities, including Exponential, truncated Exponential, Gamma, and Uniform, we found that the exponential distribution achieves both the best visual quality and the best detection accuracy. The insight behind the exponential distribution is that it imposes more separation between the low gray level pixels and high level ones. Since cancer, whether masses or microcalcification, is depicted in mammograms as those set of pixels with higher gray level than their neighbors, the exponential distribution then helps in emphasizing this discrepancy. Quantitatively, the detection algorithm that possessed highest accuracy in terms of the FROC assessment (Sec. 4) is the exponential distribution, which supports this argument. The choice of the exponential distribution, along with the tuning parameters discussed below, are chosen using the LOOCV.
Algorithm 1 presents the steps of our image enhancement; the steps are explained as follows. As long as images come from different mammography machines, for an image m we ScaleImage to a standard height of 230 pixel; the width is scaled such that the aspect ratio is preserved. We, then, SegmentImage to separate the breast from the background (Sec. 3.1). NumPixels is the BreastSize, where each of these pixels has a gray level 0 ≤ t < 255. For the i th pixel of interest (POI), 0 ≤ i < NumPixels, take a surrounding window of size W = 81 centered around i; this region will be of size W 2 pixels and the window will be sliding to cover all POIs in the breast region ( Figure 5 ). We do LocalHistogramSpecification of this region to set the new pixel level of the i th POI and loop over all pixels. The PDF of the window surrounding the POI, i.e., the histogram of 256 bins (a bin for each gray level value t) is denoted by PDFwin(t). Its Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) is denoted by CDFwin(t). A discrete exponential density function with lambda = 10, and 256 bins as well, is created and denoted by PDFexp(t); its CDF is CDFexp(t). Now, we transform the PDF of the region surrounding the i th POI from PDFwin to PDFexp by applying the transforms of Eq. (2) to the gray levels.
CDF exp(t) = x=t x=0 P DF exp(x).
(2c)
Mass Detection
The mass detection algorithm is pixel-based and featureless (Sec. 2.3). It trains and tests (Algorithms 2-3, respectively) directly at the pixel level. Figure 7 illustrates the two outputs of these Algorithms. The figure illustrates the ScoreImage, where each pixel is assigned a score value that corresponds to its likelihood of being malignant. Therefore, high scores (bright regions) correspond to cancerous regions and low scores (black regions) correspond to normal ones. The figure illustrates as well the MassLocation, which is a red marker(s) plotted on the original image to indicate the center of a cancer.
Algorithm 2 presents the steps of the training phase. All tuning and complexity parameters discussed below are obtained using LOOCV. Each image m, where 0 ≤ m < M, is scaled down, segmented, then enhanced using Algorithm 1. For the i th POI, 0 ≤ i < NumPixels, we take a surrounding window of size w 1 = 21 (less than the W = 81 used for enhancement) centered around i. This region will be of size w 2 = 441 pixels and the window will be sliding to cover all POIs in the breast region ( Figure 5 ). For each POI i, its features will be all the 441 gray levels of the surrounding window. For each training image m, the breast is divided into two regions: mass (with number of pixels NumPixlesMass) and normal (with number of pixels NumPixelsNormal), where of course NumPixels = NumPixelsMass + NumPixlesNormal. For each image a MassFeatures matrix of size NumPixelsMass × 441 is constructed. Each row in this matrix represents the 441 gray levels of the surrounding window of the corresponding POI. Then a K-means clustering is used to obtain the best 100 representatives to reduce the number of rows; i.e., the size of the matrix will be reduced to 100 × 441. For all training images M, the 100 × 441 mass centroid matrix of each of them are stacked together to construct one larger matrix MassCentroidList of total size of (100M × 441). Similarly, the matrix NormalCentroidList is constructed from the normal regions of the same M images. As we reduced the number of rows to find the best representatives, we reduce the number of columns (the 441 features) to find the best features. We obtain this by running Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the (200M × 441) joined matrix [MassCentroidList; NormalCentroidList], and take the largest 10 components (C = 10) to be the new reduced set of features (or PCVectors). The two matrices now are projected to the new vector space and, hence, reduced in size to 100M × 10 each. These two matrices will be used to give a score to each pixel in a future (testing) image (Algorithm 3).
Algorithm 3 presents the steps of the testing phase. Given a testing image, the first step is to EnhanceImage (Algorithm 1). Then, for each pixel in the breast we get its 441 feature vector; this is once again the plain gray level of the pixels in a surrounding window of size 21×21. This 441 feature vector is projected on the 10 PCVectors, obtained from the training phase, to produce only 10 features. Then, each pixel is compared to the two extracted matrices from the training phase, MassCentroidList and NormalCentroidList, using a KNN algorithm with chosen K = 141. The KNN algorithm gives a score to each testing pixel instead of a binary decision; the score is log(n 1 /n 2 ), where n 1 and n 2 are the number of closest training observations in each class. The global set of scores are normalized to values between 0 and 1 to be used as a probability of malignancy. After running the algorithm on all breast pixels of the testing image, this produces a ScoreImage, which will be finally post-processed to obtain the center of the cancerous mass. The post processing is the SmoothImage step. It is a mere 10×10 smoothing filter that runs over the breast region of the ScoreImage. After smoothing, we search the smoothed image to FindMaxima. The location of these maxima are the MassLocation finally returned by the algorithm. The scores of these locations, ScoreImage(MassLocation), are the probability of having cancer at these locations.
Finally, when using the CAD, the radiologist can see the score image beside, or overlaying, the original image, in addition to the red marker on the cancer location ( Figure 7) . Radiologists can set a threshold (level of aggressiveness) to trade-off sensitivity (TPF) vs FM/Image; all centers of masses with scores lower than this level will be ignored.
Tuning and Complexity Parameters
As introduced above, the LOOCV was used to chose all tuning and complexity parameters just explained above: the image enhancement window size (W = 81), the exponential distribution parameter (lambda = 10), the mass detection window size (w 1 = 21), the number of centroids per image (r = 100), the number of largest PCs (C = 10), and the KNN parameter Figure 1 : The plain effect-without preprocessing (enhancement) or postprocessing (score image smoothing)-of the number of centroids per image r and KNN nearest neighbors K on the separability of the normal and abnormal pixels measured in AUC (left) and its standard deviation (right). For each r, there is K that is optimal in terms of the maximum AUC w.r.t. its standard deviation. The optimal K increases with r.
(K = 141). For the sake of demonstration, Figure 1 illustrates the "plain effect" of the number of K-means clustering centroids r, which is a tuning parameter, and the number of nearest neighbors K, which is a complexity parameter, on the classifier accuracy measured in terms of the AUC (Eq. (1)) and its standard deviation. "Plain effect" means that neither preprocessing (enhancement) nor postprocessing (score image smoothing) is involved. It is clear that for a particular r, there is an optimal value of K that achieves a maximum AUC, a common phenomenon for any classifier complexity parameter. In addition, the optimal choice of K increases with r, which is expected as well since increasing r increases the final size of the data matrix. The same phenomenon happens with increasing the dataset size M for the same reason.
Multi Classifier System (MCS)
It is reasonable to anticipate that varying the feature window size w 1 would be able to detected other masses of different size; this is a sort of detection at multi-resolution levels. An MCS version of Algorithms 2-3 is constructed by simply running it for 10 different window sizes w 1 = 6m + 3, m = 1 · · · 6, where w 1 = 21 is one among them. For each of these 10 windows, a score image is produced for a single mammogram; then the final score image is the average of all of these score images. The smoothing step of the final averaged score image is done as above. The MCS version increases the detection accuracy remarkably (Figure 2 ) as will be discussed in Sec. 4.
Other Classification Methods and Features
The KNN classifier was the overall winner in hundreds of experiments in which we varied classifiers and their complexity parameters. These classifiers are NN with one-layer, two-layers, and different number of neurons; SVM with different number of kernels; different versions of KNN, e.g., DANN [132, 133] ; Classification and Regression Trees (CART) with varying number of parents and pruning levels; and Random Forest (RF) with varying number of trees. For each classifier, a similar behavior to that of Figure 1 , is obtained. The overall winner was the KNN explained above.
In addition to various classifiers, we experimented various pixel-based methods (Sec. 2.3.2) rather than our featureless pixel-based approach. We have reported in [13] the accuracy of the KNN classifier measured in AUC for some of these approaches including IRIS filter and template matching. Our feature-less pixel-based approach along with the KNN classifier is the overall winner among all other features and classifiers.
Microcalcification Detection
The microcalcification detection algorithm 4 detects and marks individual microcalciïňĄcation foci, even if they are not clustered. Figure 7 is illustrates the output FociLocation of the microcalcification detection algorithm.
One of the well known accurate results in the literature for detecting microcalcifications, and discussed in Sec. 2.4.2, is [100] . After investigating their algorithm and reproducing their results we concluded that the naive preprocessing step, prior to the SVM training and testing, is almost what is responsible for the high accuracy-not the classification phase using the SVM. This drove our motivation to design a more sophisticated image processing step, a two-nested spatial filter, to detect the microcalcifications. So, our microcalcification detection algorithm, as opposed to the literature and as opposed to our mass detection algorithm, is based solely on image processing with no machine learning training and testing phases.
Algorithm 4 presents the steps of our algorithm of microcalcification detection. The idea of the algorithm is to detect those pixels whose very few close neighbors have high gray level, and the next surrounding neighbors have much lower level. This is essentially what characterizes the microcalcification foci. Since the size of a microcalcification focus may reach 1/1000 of the mammogram size, we scale all mammograms to a standard height of 2294 pixel, as opposed to the small scaling of 230 pixels of mass detection. The microcalcification detection algorithm scans the breast region, pixel by pixel, with sliding filter composed of two nested filters: InnerFilter (with positive coefficients and size w 2 × w 2 ) and OuterFilter (with negative coefficients and size 3w 2 × 3w 2 ) as indicated in Figure 5 . This filter detects the gray level contrast between high gray level POI (inner) and its low gray level surrounding neighbors (outer). The difference between these two nested filters is a measure of this contrast at each POI. In practice instead of looping on the image pixel by pixel to apply the filter we do it directly in the frequency domain using Fourier Transform for faster execution. When the contrast exceeds a particular threshold Th, the POI is a candidate microcalcification focus. As indicated in Figure 5 , the boundary distance between the two filters from each side is w 2 , which equals to the size of InnerFilter itself. This ensures comparing the bright pixels of particular width with their surrounding neighbors of the same width. Typical chosen values, after many experimentation, are w 2 = 2 and Th = 2.4. After applying the threshold Th we do 8-connected region to join 8-connected pixels to just a single one at their center, which will be the final mark of a single detected microcalcification focus.
A final remark on the values of the inner and outer filter ( Figure 5 ) is due. There is only one constraint on the filter design, i.e., the summation across all of the filter pixels is zero. Since the inner filter is of size w 2 and the outer filter is of size 3w 2 , they enclose w 2 2 and 8w 2 2 pixels respectively. Hence, the condition is aw 2 2 +8bw 2 2 = 0, which is equivalent to a/b = −8.
The chosen values of 1/4 and −1/32, indicated in the Figure, are therefore just one possible candidate.
Finally, the following procedure is defined to cluster the detected foci. This is necessary for defining a threshold (level of aggressiveness) for the trade off between sensitivity and FM/Image, for objective assessment. The procedure starts by assigning a cluster to each individual detected focus. Then two clusters are merged together if there are two foci, one from each cluster, that are less than 3mm apart. The procedure repeats until convergence when no more cluster can be merged. Now, each cluster has a number of foci with a geometric center. The center is the final mark that is displayed as a positive finding if the number of foci in the cluster is higher than the selected threshold. If the marker gets inside the boundary of a true microcalcification cluster marked by the radiologist and proven by biopsy it is considered as a TP otherwise it is a FM.
GPU Implementation and Computational Acceleration for Algorithms and Experiments
In a project of this size, where many algorithms were tested and thousands of experiments were conducted we had to reduce the very expensive run time to acceptable bounds from a practical point of view. Three different levels of difficulties are encountered in this regard.
First, the majority of the code written for this project was in Matlab; and some codes were written in C++ for computation speedup (we reported the performance comparison between Matlab and OpenCV in [134] using 20 different datasets than the dataset of our present project). At the time of this work, MATLAB did not have the currently available OpenCL toolbox. Therefore, we wrote an opensource wrapper for MATLAB, which automated the process of compiling OpenCL kernels, converting MATLAB matrices to GPU buffers, converting data formats and, reshaping the data. This wrapper made it much easier to run, experiment, and deploy our custom kernels with a few lines of MATLAB code, and zero lines of C++ code. This wrapper is available as an opensource at [135] .
Second, some algorithms were, tediously, very computationally intensive, e.g., the LHS and the KNN (3.2) since they iterate over all pixels in the dataset. Therefore, we developed GPU versions of these algorithms to take full advantage of the GPU architecture and to leverage different levels of memory and caching. The algorithm had a significant speedup of up to 120X
Third, the number of total configurations and experiments were in thousands, since it is the cross product of image enhancement parameters, feature parameters, classifier complexity parameters, etc. Therefore, We developed an in-house cluster and experiment management system; it is available, as an opensource, at [135] . At the time of this work, big data processing frameworks such as Spark and Hadoop were still infant, and did not support MATLAB. Our in-house system allowed us to operate a Beowulf cluster, run numerous experiments and have their configurations and results tracked and stored in an efficient and effective manner. Our system was akin to Sacred [136] ; only it also provided provisioning and resource allocation.
Method: Assessment
This section reports the assessment of the mass and microcalcification detection algorithms (Sec. 3). There are three different versions of the algorithms: without LHS enhancement, with LHS enhancement, and the MCS version. For easy referencing, these three versions are denoted by LIBCAD 1, 2, and 3 respectively-the name LIBCAD is explained in Sec. 5.
On the other hand, to compare this CAD to other commercial CADs, the optimal practice is to test them all on the same dataset; this is, obviously, to have common difficulty and heterogeneity of images to avoid finite dataset size performance variance. However, comparing LIBCAD to the commercial CADs is almost impossible since it requires purchasing a license for each. Moreover, some of these commercial CADs are not deployed except with the corresponding vendor's mammography machine. The U.S. FDA had approved the use of CADs in 1998; since then many CAD systems have been developed and approved. The literature has few published clinical trials that report the accuracy of some of these CADs. However, many of these studies report a single operating point on the FROC (a pair of sensitivity and false markers per image) of one version of a particular CAD. Moreover, not all studies report the accuracy of both mass and microcalcification detection. To the best of our knowledge, there is no comprehensive comparative study for all of these CADs. It is then very informative, even for its own sake in addition to the comparison to LIBCAD, to compile the results of all of these studies and summarize them on a single FROC; then present them along with the assessment results of LIBCAD for comparison.
Sec 
LIBCAD
Assessment of Mass Detection
All results are reported using a testing dataset that has never been part of the training process to avoid any overtraining. The FM/Image are obtained from testing on the normal images, whereas the sensitivity (TPF) is obtained from testing on the positive cases. Each operating point on the FROC is calculated by setting a threshold for the score of points of maxima of the final ScoreImage (Sec. 3.3). At a particular threshold, an operating point of (FM/Image, TPF) is calculated as explained in Sec. 2.5.2. Figure 2 illustrates that the mass detection algorithm of LIBCAD 1 has the worst accuracy among others. The FROC of LIBCAD 2 is remarkably higher at all FM/Image values, and in particular at the lower range where the difference is almost 35% TPF at 0.2 FM/Image. The effect of the LHS enhancement preprocessing step is remarkable in boosting the sensitivity. LIBCAD 3 is the MCS version with LHS enhancement to enable detecting masses of different sizes. Compared to LIBCAD 2, there is a clear improvement of sensitivity at all FM/Image values. When comparing the three versions of LIBCAD to the commercial and FDA approved CADs (Sec. 4.2), it is clear that LIBCAD 1 is the worst, LIBCAD 2 has a midway sensitivity performance, whereas LIBCAD 3 achieves the highest sensitivity if compared to all others except Image Checker (ver. 8 and ver. 8.3, but not earlier versions) only at small range of FM/Image. However, at values larger than 0.5 FM/Image, no sensitivity is reported for Image Checker. Figure 8 presents examples of true and false positives. For all displayed views, we kept decreasing the threshold until a marker appeared inside the lesion. Markers lie outside lesions are FP. The first three views are from three different cases. The last two views are from the same case. The lesion in this case is detected in one view from the first marker and not detected up to the second marker in the other view.
The TPF reported for the three versions of LIBCAD (1, 2, and 3) in Figure 2 is "per study" and only using database D1 that is explained in Table 1 . Table 3 takes LIBCAD2 as an example to illustrate the behavior on different databases (D1, D2, and D3) and using different TPF assessment strategies ("per case", "per side", and "per image"). It is remarkable that at the mid and upper range of the FROC (FM/image of 0.85 and 1.5), the TPF is almost constant across databases, which asserts the effect of the LHS enhancement method that standardizes the probability distribution of the images. Yet, at the lower scale of the FROC (FM/image of 0.2) there is a TPF difference up to only 10%.
Assessment of Microcalcification Detection
Although the dataset of this project contains more than 1500 cases, the number of cases with microcalcifications is only 38 cases (67 images). For this reason, along with the fact that the microcalcification detection algorithm is not a machine learning based on training-and-testing paradigm, all of these positive cases are used to estimate the sensitivity. The FM/Image is measured on the normal cases exactly as was done for the mass detection assessment. LIBCAD detects and marks microcalciïňĄcation foci, even if those foci that are not clustered (Sec. 3.4). We published a detailed study of the accuracy of LIBCAD 1 compared to the expert radiologist in [15] . The study was addressing the Radiology community and did not include technical or algorithms details. Figure 2 illustrates Table 4 : Some operating points (FROC sensitivity vs. false markers per image) of 5 commercial and/or FDA-approved CADs as compiled and summarized from literature. The year following the CAD name, e.g., "Image Checker, 1998", is the FDA approval year as appears on the FDA official site. Each row shows: a particular CAD version (ver.), the clinical trial of this CAD version (citation), type cancer detected (mass/µ), sensitivity (TPF), and False Markers per Image (FM/Image). Table 5 includes comments and more details on these clinical trials. These operating points are plotted on Figure 2. i.e., it misses just one image out of 38). At 0.07 FM/Image, the sensitivity is 0.921 (=35/38; i.e., it misses two more images). Since the missed cases for LIBCAD 1 are very few, the accuracy improvement of LIBCAD 2, with LHS, is marginal and not significant and hence omitted. From these results, it seems that microcalcification detection is much easier in detection than mass detection except in subtle cases where a microcalcification cluster is obscured by a mass in the same case. The case missed by LIBCAD 1, as reported in [15] is of this type. To study whether the LHS of LIBCAD 2 helps in detecting microcalcifications within masses, a large number of positive cases having such a combination has to be collected. Figure 7 illustrates an example of an image with subtle microcalcifications; however, was detected and marked by the CAD.
Commercial and FDA-Approved CADs
The assessment results of five of the commercial CADs are compiled from several studies and summarized in Tables 4-5 however the normal breast is used. 2 It is not clear how many cases are used in this trial. 3 seems to be overall accuracy. 4 it seems that the in-text reported accuracy and the FROC reported in that article do not agree. Table 5 : Information and important comments on the clinical trials that reported the accuracy of the commercial and FDA-approved CADs (summarized in Table 4 ). Each row shows: the clinical trial (citation) and number of all cases: cases with only masses, cases with only microcalcifications, cases with both masses and microcalcifications, and normal cases (respectively). The footnotes include important comments on these trials and on their reported accuracies.
included in more than one study. Also, some different versions of the same CAD may be included in different studies. Table 4 summarizes this information along with the reported accuracies. The columns of this table present: the particular CAD version (ver.), the reporting clinical study (citation), the abnormality detected (mass/µ), the sensitivity (TPF), and the corresponding specificity (FM/Image). Some of the CAD versions have one operating point appeared in one study and others have several operating points appeared collectively in different studies, hence constituting an FROC ( Figure 2 ). Some TPF and FM/Image numbers in this table are not stated explicitly in their corresponding studies; hence we calculated them and presented them explicitly in the table. E.g., some studies reported the absolute number of detected and missed cases and absolute number of false markers (not ratios or fractions); others reported false markers per case (not FM/Image) and hence we divide by 4 (the number of views per case). The TPF in this table is "per case" (Sec. 2.5). All of these studies consider cases with only one lesion, and abandon other cases to ease calculations. This means that each case has a single lesion in one breast (side). Therefore, these "per case" results are the same as the "per side" ones. Table 5 provides more details to the clinical studies cited in Table 4 . The columns of this table present: the study (citation), total number of positive and normal cases (# cases), number of cases with masses (# masses), number of cases with microcalcifications (# µ-calc), number of cases with both abnormalities (# mixed), and number of normal cases (# normal). Some important comments on these studies, concerning their results and calculation, are placed at the table footnotes.
System: Design and Assessment
As was introduced in Sec. 1, commercial CADs are machine dependent; i.e., deployed and connected to a particular mammography machine. On the other hand, literature is full of algorithms with no practical procedure of deploying them for public use. In this section, we propose, implement, and assess a system architecture for deploying LIBCAD to cloud. This system architecture, along with the method of image enhancement (LHS of Sec. 3.2) that makes LIBCAD suitable for mammograms from any mammography machine, may participate in spreading CAD technology.
System Design
The main blocks of the system architecture are depicted in Figure 3 and explained below: Moving CAD to cloud using the proposed architecture ( Figure 3 ) raises other software engineering aspects and concerns. E.g., users (either programmers calling the API or end users using the WEBCAD) will need to upload their mammograms to the cloud. This is in contrast to the scenario where CADs are deployed to local mammography machines. This change of scenario comes with challenges. For instance, the DLL (or SO) libraries require a physical path to load images and temporarily storing them until the end of image analysis. To address that, we have utilized a session-based storage approach, where users upload their input images only once; these images are stored on the server for DLL (or SO) functions to access them, and are discarded after the end of each session to conserve memory and storage. However, uploading images adds an overhead, as it depends on the userâȂŹs internet speed which may vary in different parts of the world.
System Assessment
We optimized the deployed libraries (DDL and SO), as well as, the PHP interface of the API to utilize the GPU and the multi-core architecture of the hardware. Table 6 is a benchmark that illustrates the execution time of each block of the architecture in Figure 3 and how the CAD utilizes the hardware architecture. It is clear that the majority chunk of time is consumed in the heavy computations by the main major CAD functionalities (image enhancement, mass detection, and microcalcification detection) not the wrapper nor the PHP layer. This supports the claim of the efficiency of this system architecture.
As operations are conducted online other software engineering concerns are raised, e.g., the need for advanced security measures become vital to ensure protection of data and transactions. The measures include establishing secure connections and SSL certificates. These issues are out of scope of our present article and will be discussed in another software engineering related publication.
Conclusion, Discussion, and Future Work
This paper is the main publication of a project coined to design a complete Computer Aided Detection (CAD) for detecting breast cancer from mammograms. The project involved several researchers from several disciplines and a large database was acquired from two different institutions for design and assessment. This CAD is complete since it is comprised of both method and system. The method is a set of algorithms designed for image enhancement, mass detection, and microcalcification detection. The system is an implementation and deployment of a software architecture that facilitates both local and cloud access to the designed algorithms so that the CAD is not limited to a particular or local mammography machine. The assessment results of both the method and the system are presented. The results of method assessment illustrate that the CAD sensitivity is much higher than the majority of commercial and FDA approved CADs. The results of system assessment illustrates that the layer responsible for deploying the CAD to the cloud has a minimal effect on the CAD performance, and that the majority of the delay comes from the algorithm computations. Phase II of the project is just launched to consider Deep Neural Networks as the method of learning for both mass and microcalcification detection. Phase III is still under planing which will consider detection of other types of abnormalities. These two phases are explained next.
Current Work: DNN and publicly available dataset
As was introduced in Section 2, a very early attempt to use CNN, which belongs to the featureless pixel-based approach, in mass and microcalcification detection was [75, 76, 97] . Since then, more than 20 years, the era of DNN evolved dramatically in both directions: DNN architecture and GPU computational power. Recent attempts to use DNN for the problem of breast cancer detection are [144] [145] [146] [147] [148] [149] [150] [151] [152] . We just launched a research project to redesign the three algorithms of image enhancement, mass detection, and microcalcification detection using DNN. We hope to come up with an architecture that wins over the designed algorithms explained in the present article. However, it is of high interest to know whether a smart DNN architecture would be able to beat the LHS algorithm designed for image enhancement? The motivation, explained in Section 3.2, behind the design of LHS was founded on the experience gained from understanding the nature of mammograms. Then the previous question may be reduced to what is the combination of the dataset size and DNN architecture that is able to win over our understanding of the nature of mammograms. Another current interest to amend this project is to document and publish the acquired datasets (Table 1) to be publicly available for the research community for future investigations.
Future Work: other types of abnormalities
There is a scientific debate whether the ethnicity of the training and testing datasets affect the CAD accuracy. Provided that the CAD of the present article is trained and tested on Egyptian dataset acquired from two different institutions, it is of great importance to us to investigate whether the accuracy would differ when testing the CAD on other datasets with different ethnicity. A parallel interesting study is to stratify the CAD accuracy for lesion size, which is akin to [116, 117] .
Another track of future research is to extend CAD capabilities to detect other types of abnormalities or cancer, e.g., architectural distortion as pursued in [153] [154] [155] [156] [157] [158] or bilateral asymmetry as pursued in [159] [160] [161] [162] [163] [164] [165] [166] [167] . However, we think that detecting this kind of abnormalities is a real challenge for DNN for that the incident rate of this type of abnormalities in the diseased population is quite small if compared to mass or microcalcification. Hence, there is no enough dataset for DNN to learn from, and it seems that feature handcrafting is inevitable.
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Step 1: A Pixel Of Interest (POI).
(Each pixel of the mammogram will be a POI and processed
Step 2: 81×81 window for each POI to set its new gray level using histogram specification
Step 3: After executing LHS for POI (Step 2), the gray level of pixels inside a window of 21×21 (441 pixels inner of size w2 × w2 and outer of size 3w2 × 3w2, where w2 is chosen to be 2 pixels. 
